
 

Restoring the Women Who Can Change Our World

Dalisia Coppersmith is an internationally experienced speaker, executive coach, and founder of Revive Learning
& Wellness. Her personal mission is to restore the women who can change our world. She specializes in
dissolving unconscious resistance to women’s leadership and elevating those who build inclusive organizations
and vibrant communities. Dalisia brings over 25 years as an executive coach and leader in corporate, military
and government organizations, Her talks are guaranteed to move your audience from misunderstanding and
quiet judgment of strong women to a place of deep appreciation for their contributions and leadership.
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Custom Keynotes & Speeches 
TEDx Talks & Women's Events
Diversity, Equity & Inclusion

The Heroine's Journey Signature Series
This signature series of talks is perfect for all diverse audiences,
corporate teams, conferences, and women’s groups. Discover the
origins of resistance to female leadership, what organizations can
do to overcome it, and what assertive women can do to return to
their best selves and make the impact they were created to make. 

The Science of Self-Defeat
Discover how stereotypes and identity threats can inhibit a person’s
performance whether or not anyone is actually treating them
differently. Learn how we defeat ourselves, how to overcome it, and
how others can help. Rediscover your voice and shed the dark cloud
of “otherness.” This can be delivered as a keynote or workshop.

Custom Keynotes, TEDx, & Diversity Events
Dalisia will prepare a custom keynote talk or workshop for theme-based
events that align with her mission of helping strong women rise. She also
appreciates participating in panel discussions, podcasts interviews, and
group mentoring. Get in touch today to exchange ideas about your event!


